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ABOUT

Welcome to SAMBA®… since the dawn of time mans greatest discovery has been fire and we are
delighted to present our comprehensive range of essential firelighting and BBQ products for use
in and around the home.
Take the hassle out of lighting your fire and get it burning quickly with our safe, reliable, easy-ignition
products for all occasions, including firelighters, electronic igniters and much more.
Our BBQ hickory chips will enhance your BBQ by infusing food with wood smoke flavours bringing
an entirely new taste dimension to outdoor cooking.
SAMBA® Firelighters is a brand division of Denbies Group, an Australian owned company based
in Hallam, Victoria.
SAMBA® has a range of firelighting products: firelighters, natural firelighters, gas lighters, fire
logs and matches.

FIRELIGHTERS
FIRELIGHTERS

FIRELIGHTERS 36 PACK

SAMBA® Premium Firelighters
with new pop out packaging
makes them mess free. These
odourless firelighters have been
specially formulated to give you
a quick and easy start to your
fire and are ideally suited for
barbecues, coal fires, wood fires,
camp fires and incinerators. They
are compact and easy to store.

SAMBA® Firelighters have
been specially formulated to
give you a quick and easy start
to your fire and are ideally
suited for barbecues, coal fires,
wood fires, camp fires and
incinerators. They are compact
and easy to store.

9 420039 506457

CODE: SAPLF24

CODE: SAKF36

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 24

APN: 9420039506457

8 711167 004368

APN: 8 711167004368

NATURAL FIRELIGHTERS 32 PACK

FIRELIGHTERS 100 CUBE PACK

SAMBA® Natural Firelighters
are made from recycled wood
and wax. The natural blend
will give you a quick and easy
start to your fire and are ideally
suited for barbecues, coal fires,
wood fires, incinerators and
camp fires.

A convenient canister
containing 100 natural
firelighter cubes. SAMBA®
Natural Firelighters are made
from recycled wood and wax.
Ideally suited for barbecues,
coal fires, wood fires,
incinerators and camp fires.

8 711167 000322

CODE: SAWF32

CODE: SAWF100

CTN QTY: 24

CTN QTY: 6

APN: 8 711167000322

9 420039 500769

Call: 03 9796 5811 Click: sambafirelighters.com.au

PREMIUM FIRELIGHTERS 24 PACK

APN: 9420039500769
SAMBA FIRE PRODUCTS
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FIRELIGHTERS

FIRELIGHTERS
INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
FIRELIGHTERS 20PK
SAMBA® Firelighter blocks have
been individually wrapped for
your convenience and specially
formulated to give you a quick
and easy start to your fire. Ideally
suited for barbecues, coal fires,
wood fires, incinerators and
camp fires. They are compact and
easy to store.

Call: 03 9796 5811 Click: sambafirelighters.com.au

9 342937 002599

SAMBA® Natural Firelighters
are made from recycled wood
and wax. The natural blend will
give you a quick and easy start
to your fire. Ideally suited for
barbecues, coal fires, wood
fires, incinerators and camp
fires. They are compact and
easy to use.

CODE: SAKIF20

CODE: SAEWF32

CTN QTY: 16

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9342937002599

9 420039 500714

APN: 9420039500714

BASIC GAS LIGHTER

PREMIUM GAS LIGHTER

SAMBA® Basic Gas Lighters
are ideal for lighting barbecues,
candles, gas grills, fireplaces,
open fires… They are safe, easy
to use and 183mm long.

SAMBA® Premium Gas Lighters
are long lasting, safe, easy to
use and have a child resistant
lock. A window lets you see
how much gas is left and they
also feature a flame adjusting
lever that lets you control the
flame. At 275mm they are great
for reaching those hard to light
places.

9 421007 771495

CODE: SAGLB1

CODE: SAGLP1

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9 421007771495

9 421007 771501

APN: 9 421007771501

FLEXIBLE GAS LIGHTER

NATURAL BBQ FUEL - 4kg

SAMBA® Flexible Gas Lighters
are ideal for lighting BBQs,
candles, gas grills, fireplaces,
open fires... They are safe
and easy to use and can be
maneuvered to reach hard to
light places that a standard non
flexible lighter cannot get to.

SAMBA® Natural BBQ Fuel
is made from coconut. This
product is ideal for use in kettle
BBQs and is chemical free.

9 342937 002650
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ECO WOOL FIRELIGHTER 32PK

SAMBA FIRE PRODUCTS

CODE: SAGLF1

CODE: SANBF4

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 4

APN: 9342937002650

9 420039 506440

APN: 9420039506440

SMOKING CHIPS & FUEL
BEEF & LAMB SMOKING CHIPS 600g

SAMBA® Hickory Smoking
Chips will add a delicious
smoky flavour to any meal.
Hickory Smoking Chips are
suitable to use on charcoal,
gas or electric barbecues. The
large economical 750g bag will
ensure you never run dry.

SAMBA® Beef & Lamb Smoking
Chips will become that special
ingredient you use when
wanting to add flavour to your
cuts of meat. With a blend of
Mesquite and Hickory, these
flavours will add a delicious
smoky flavour to any meal.

9 342937 000083

CODE: SAH750

CODE: SAFBL600

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9342937000083

9 342937 000618

APN: 9342937000618

POULTRY & PORK SMOKING CHIPS 600g

SAMBA® Seafood Smoking
Chips will compliment any
fish or seafood on your menu.
Delicately flavoured with a
blend of Mesquite and Alder,
it’s the perfect combination.

SAMBA® Poultry & Pork
Smoking Chips have a special
blend of Apple, Cherry
and Mesquite to add an
unmistakably aromatic flavour
to your cooking.

CODE: SAFSE600

CODE: SAFPP600

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9342937000595

9 342937 000601

APN: 9342937000601

SAMBA WAX FIRE LOG SINGLE
SAMBA® Wax Fire Log is a complete fire in one log. Light the ends
of the wrapper and all you need to do is sit back and enjoy your
fire. Ideal for those weekends when you feel like a fire but can’t be
bothered with the mess.

Call: 03 9796 5811 Click: sambafirelighters.com.au

SEAFOOD SMOKING CHIPS 600g

9 342937 000595

SMOKING CHIPS & FUEL

HICKORY SMOKING CHIPS 750g

CODE: SAWL1
CTN QTY: 10
8 711167 001305

APN: 8711167001305
SAMBA FIRE PRODUCTS
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CLEANING & FIRESIDE

CLEANING & FIRESIDE
SAFETY MATCHES

LONG LASTING SAFETY MATCHES

SAMBA® extra long 90mm
matches are ideal for lighting
barbecues and when you need a
match with extra length.

SAMBA® Long Lasting Safety
Matches are the perfect way
to get your fire started. They
come in an economical 10 pack
so you’ll always have a pack on
hand.

Call: 03 9796 5811 Click: sambafirelighters.com.au

9 342937 000571

CODE: SAMA10

CTN QTY: 48

CTN QTY: 50

APN: 9 342937000571

9 342937 000588

APN: 9342937000588

PREMIUM BUTANE LIGHTER GAS 300ml

HEAVY DUTY WIPES 12 PACK

SAMBA® Butane lighter gas
is the convenient way to refill
your gas lighters. This premium
quality gas has been ultra
refined for maximum care
and performance to ensure
premium quality.

SAMBA® Heavy Duty Wipes
are an easy, effective and
convenient way to clean any
greasy or dirty surface. The
tough cleaning nodules help
to loosen and push though dirt
while strong durable cloth traps
the grime leaving your cooking
surface hygienically clean. They
are compact and easy to store.

9 420039 500820

CODE: SAB300

CODE: SAHDW12

CTN QTY: 6

CTN QTY: 5

APN: 9420039500820

9 420039 500813

APN: 9420039500813

CHIMNEY SWEEP IN A BOX®

BBQ CLEANER GEL SPRAY 500ml

Chimney Sweep in a Box® helps
to prevent chimney fires and
increase efficiency. Its unique
formula is suited for all kinds of
open fires, chimneys, stoves for
burning wood and charcoal.

SAMBA® BBQ cleaning gel is a
unique formula with a special
active gel that sticks perfectly
to the surface so it can do its
job. It removes grease and
grime from stainless steel,
enamel and steel surfaces.

9 324937 001802
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CODE: SAMA90

SAMBA FIRE PRODUCTS

CODE: SACS1

CODE: SAGS500

CTN QTY: 8

CTN QTY: 16

APN: 9324937001802

9 324937 001819

APN: 9324937001819

CLEANING & FIRESIDE
COAL SHOVEL & HEARTH BRUSH SET

SAMBA® galvanised ash bucket
is more hard-wearing than
normal plastic buckets and will
withstand heavy duty tasks.
The galvanised metal has an
anti rust coating to prevent
a build up of rust. The large
capacity makes it ideal for
larger tasks.

Cleaning up the ashes from logs
or coals could not be simpler
than with this brush and shovel
set. The broad bristles help
sweep up ash and coal dust
efficiently and the broad, flat
head of the shovel makes
for easy removal of fireplace
embers.

9 420039 506464

CODE: SAAB10

CODE: SACH1

CTN QTY: 12

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9420039506464

9 420039 506471

GRILLING PLANK

SAMBA® heat resistant fire
gloves are ideal for handling
logs or coal on the fire and are
great for barbecues or wood
stoves. They are extra long to
protect your arm and hand and
are soft and pliable for easy
grip. They are a comfortable fit
with rugged construction. One
size fits all.

SAMBA® Grilling Planks are
made from cedar wood and
enhance food with a natural
smoky flavour.

9 342937 001981

APN: 9420039506471

They are suitable for charcoal
barbecues, gas barbecues &
pizza ovens.

CODE: SAFG1

CODE: SACGP3

CTN QTY: 10

CTN QTY: 12

APN: 9342937001981

9 342937 002858

APN: 9342937002858

CHIMNEY STARTER

LUMP CHARCOAL 5KG

SAMBA® Chimney Starter is the
safest and most efficient way to
start a charcoal barbecue.

SAMBA® Lump Charcoal 5kg is made
from renewable timber. Logs are lit
and wood smolders for a few days what is left is almost pure carbon also
known as ‘lump charcoal’. This allows
SAMBA® Lump Charcoal 5kg to
light easy and heat hotter than other
BBQ fuels with less smoke and it is
chemical free. The rich wood aroma
complements the natural flavours of
your choice of meat.

The flames burn through the
bottom of the chimney lighting
your charcoal without the use of
lighter fluid and channelling heat
evenly throughout the briquettes.
*SPECIAL ORDER LINE

9 342937 002735

CODE: SABCS1

CODE: SALC5

CTN QTY: 6

CTN QTY: 1

APN: 9342937002735

9 420039 512113

Call: 03 9796 5811 Click: sambafirelighters.com.au

FIRE GLOVES

CLEANING & FIRESIDE

10L GALVANISED STEEL ASH BUCKET

APN: 9420039512113
SAMBA FIRE PRODUCTS
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Brands that make a difference.
Denbies Group | 71 Star Crescent | Hallam, Vic 3803 | Australia
T: + 61 3 9796 5811 | F: + 61 3 9796 5059 | E: sales@denbies.com.au
W: www.denbies.com.au

® SAMBA IS A REGISTERED BRAND OF DENBIES GROUP

